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Introduction
Welcome to Shkooby Inu, a decentralized & community-driven meme token on the
Ethereum Blockchain. The Shkooby Metaverse (Shkooby-verse) will feature a Swap,
Games, NFTs, and an NFT Marketplace.
SHKOOBY’s products tie together to become one big, intricate, and fun platform,
where every feature complements each other. The only thing you need for access?
The $SHKOOBY native token.
As an early community member, you will have the opportunity to join a movement
whose sole purpose is to build a Metaverse and community for people of all ages
and cultures worldwide. Together, we will bring utility across the entire meme-coin
universe.
How will SHKOOBY take over the meme-coin space? Simple. We combine memes,
a steady community, and actual utility.

The Vision
SHKOOBY’s vision is to empower early community members and bring utility across
the entire meme-coin universe. The financial system is a confusing and tedious part
of our world. We want to make it a rewarding and fun experience for everyone.
Inspired by our favorite childhood show, we will build the greatest meme community
crypto has ever seen.
To do that, we will provide our community with several products that will allow us to
capture the attention of, the most notable among those, a Metaverse.
This is where SHKOOBY INU arrives. SHKOOBY will provide a seamless metaverse
experience, combining DEFI’s best opportunities by allowing you to farm the
token and NFT rewards while using them inside of the SHKOOBY-VERSE.
Our goal is to capture the meme market with proper utility with the help of our
community, the #SHKOOBYGANG.

The Shkooby Story
My name is Doobie, and I have been the backbone of Mystery, Inc all these years.
However, my days of catching humans in monster-shaped suits have been over lifetimes ago. I did make some good $$$ from it and have lived my life with high-class
escorts, supermodels, and drugs. Most importantly of all, in that time, I have developed an addiction to the finest strains of Shkooby shnacks. And let me tell you, it is
truly addicting.
But it seems like I am the only one that shares the fascination with Shkooby shnacks.
It’s all so tiresome, bros.
Luckily, I’ve found a solution to my problem.
My most successful companion catching monsters in Mystery, Inc, Velma, has given
me a new purpose. She told me of the wonders of decentralization and how blockchain will change the world. After years of research, I must say I wholeheartedly
agree.
I will combine the innovative technology that blockchain offers together with my
beautiful digital Shkooby Snacks.
And from that? I will build an empire.
I have wandered with my members of Mystery, Inc — With Fred, Shaggy,
Daphne, Velma, and Candy — Now we will wander the dirty streets of 4chan, Reddit,
and crypto Twitter. And dare I say it… Yes.
We will rival the biggest meme-coins.
You see, on my journey through Mystery, Inc and the high-end parties I’ve attended
due to my fame, I have gathered connections that most people only can dream of.
And I will use them all for one purpose. One common goal.
To build the newest, hottest, SKHOOBIEST meme-project there ever is. But this won’t
be your daily shitcoin. $SHKOOBY will have actual utility.

The Shkooby
Ecosystem (Metaverse)
The SHKOOBY-VERSE (Metaverse) will comprise different components that will
create an exciting virtual world containing exciting events and games. Everything in
the Metaverse is accessible for $SHKOOBY token holders, giving our native token a
massive use case.
A villa with different rooms will represent our Virtual Metaverse. These rooms will
have a description of what they represent:
Events Room
Live music events, DJs, Celebrity Meet & Greets, Exclusive Parties,
Premiere Streaming Events
Community Gatherings & Networking Room
Join Celebrities and your favorite community members in the Metaverse for a casual
hangout, or discuss the hottest memes.
Games Room
Use our NFTs, and native SHKOOBY token to participate in a fun and exciting P2E
game experience.
In addition to the virtual Metaverse, where you will have various events, gatherings,
and games, we will also bring utility to the SHKOOBY token by integrating rare NFTs,
and farms for other popular meme-coins. This way, SHKOOBY will bring utility to the
entire meme-coin universe, giving our community members the opportunity.
Elite SHKOOBYGANG Room
Only accessible for the top 200 SHKOOBY holders. Alpha leaks, and mysterious perks
await, only for those who are deemed worthy.
Avatar
Farm your Avatar! From our farms, you will be able to farm NFTs that can be used as
a visual depiction inside the Metaverse.

Farm

Farm rare NFTs, only released for those who stake SHKOOBY tokens.

Swap

Farm, swap, earn, lend and become the king of dog coins. Our SHKOOBY SWAP
includes the most popular Dog Coins in crypto, giving your favorite dog coin
additional utility.

NFTs
We will have a range of NFT collections. But among our rarest will be the
SHKOOBY PUNKS. Our NFTs will be fairly launched, continuing our principle of
rewarding loyal community members.

SHNACKS
SHKOOBY SHNACKS will give further use case to our NFTs and native SHKOOBY token by allowing you to stake $SHKOOBY for extra APY.
-Stake NFTs earn SHNACKs
-Stake SHKOOBY earn SHNACKs
-Stake SHNACKs earn SCHNACKs (APY 100%)
-SHNACKs official game currency

GAMES
Fun, interactive games within our Metaverse, only accessible with our two-token
system, $SHKOOBY and $SHNACKS.
-Treasure Hunt to find more SHKOOBY NFTs and SHNACKs
-NFT Marketplace to trade SHKOOBY NFTs using SHKOOBY/SHNACKs as currency

Our five products are deeply intertwined, combining DEFI, NFTs, Games, and
two-token systems, ultimately making up a complex Metaverse with one main goal
in mind. Increasing the inherent use case of our native token SHKOOBY.

The Shkooby
Plan (Roadmap)

Phase 5

Phase 4

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 1

Launch

The Shkooby Plan below introduces several essential pieces of the puzzle, which will
bring an enormous use-case for $SHKOOBY. However, the most important piece will
be you, the #SHKOOBYGANG. We will host several community events that will reward active community members through meme and shill contests.
Fair launch with 100% circulating supply on the market
No presale
Liquidity Burnt
CoinGecko Listing
Community Marketing Fund
Marketing Campaign
Website Launch
CoinMarketcap Listing
Community Contests
1,000 Holders
2,000 Telegram Members
2,000 Twitter Followers
3,000 Instagram Followers
Twitter & Instagram Campaigns
5,000 Holders
5,000 Telegram Members
First Phase Partner Reveals
Billboard Campaign
Reddit Community Community Campaign
Litepaper Release
Contract Audit
Tier 3 Exchange Listings
10,000 Holders
15,000 Telegram Members
2nd Phase Partner Reveals
SHKOOBY-PAPER Release (Whitepaper)
Growth Marketing Campaign (Buses/Taxis)
SHKOOBY-VERSE Reveal (Metaverse)
Tier 2 Exchange Listings
30,000 Holders
40,000 Telegram Members
Community Growth Campaign
3rd Phase Partner Reveals
Celebrity Ambassadors
SHKOOBY-VERSE Beta Release
SHKOOBY PUNK NFTs
100,000 Holders
100,000 Telegram Members
Viral Marketing Campaign
3rd Phase Partner Reveals
SHKOOBY-VERSE Full Release
First SHKOOBY-VERSE Game
SHKOOBY-SWAP Launch
Launch Party
Celebrity Meet & Greet

Tokenomics
-

1,000,000,000,000,000 SHKOOBY was freely released to Uniswap, with exception
of the burnt liquidity.

-

Fair launch with 100% circulating supply on the market

-

No presale

-

Liquidity Burnt

Join Our Community
#SHKOOBYGANG
Become an early member of the greatest meme community in crypto.
Join the #SHKOOBYGANG movement

Website
Twitter
Telegram Community Chat
Telegram Annoucement Channel
Instagram
Reddit

